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The presentation I’m describing in this Outline is a Use-Case. Some could even call it an Abuse-Case, 

as Blender initially hasn’t been made for what we’re doing. Still, it is capable of most of what we 

need, it does a really nice and reliable job, and, as many of my team members stated in a survey, 

‘there’s no turning back now (to Maya or Modo)’. We use it on a daily basis for most of our design 

projects, especially on the transportation design side. This includes motorcycles (our main business), 

cars (which I have unfortunately no non-confidential material yet) and superyachts. I also have a 

Wishlist at hand, of which I am not sure if it is better to mention it in the presentation, or at the 

dinner which I’ll attend too. 

 Short outline of Kiska as a company, design development process (sketch – mockup – clay – 

resurfacing in A-Class - engineering) and the software ecosystem that we work in 

 Back in 2013: 5x Maya Users, 0x Blender Users 

 How and why did Blender start at Kiska? 

 First real world projects, first usages on mockup data (KTM 450 Rally for Marc Coma, 

http://www.ktm.com/at/racing/rally/ , 2x winner of Rally Dakar with this bike, Husqvarna 701 

EICMA model 2014 – adding the ribs http://www.asphaltandrubber.com/bikes/husqvarna-701-

concept/ , …) 

 More serious project work done partially in Blender, identifying the strengths and weaknesses 

 Milestone: Pie menus are released for Blender! 

 2014 Starting with add-on development to tailor Blender to Kiska’s needs 

 Milestone: Cycles matures, first serious trials in visualization and animation 

 

 At this point, Blender was identified as a serious challenger for the currently used tool of 

choice, Autodesk Maya, both in modelling and rendering 

 As a consequence, I started giving workshops to CAD modellers and designers alike to bring 

Blender to a wider user base 

 

 Opening of a whole new field at Kiska (online configurators for our biggest client, KTM 

motorcycles) through Blender Cycles and the Compositor 

http://www.ktm.com/at/configurator/?segment=Naked+Bike  

 Diving into Blender and VR (Frauscher 1414 Demon interior example for journalists of the 

Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung) http://www.frauscherboats.com/Motorboote/1414-

Demon#section-0  

 At that time, 5x Blender Users, 1x Maya User left! 

 Mathilde Ampe gives presentation about Maya at BCon15 

 The very next day: 6x Blender Users, Maya 0x Users! 

 Now: 7x Blender Users (including interns) in CAD + 2 frequent Users in Design (Klaud, Marco) 

 Every mockup of KTM or Husqvarna bikes since more than 1 year is built in Blender 

 Every CAD rendering on the KTM.COM website is rendered in Blender Cycles 
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 Faster Viewport (and better material display, in essence what is defined for 2.8)! This includes 

transparent materials which we need quite often 

 Compositor Node Performance and Memory usage improvements for large Multilayer OpenEXR 

 Most frequently mentioned: improved export by adding ability to convert polygon models to 

NURBS geometry, and spit it out as IGES 

 Second most frequently mentioned: Layer Management (essentially the current GSoC project, it 

has everything in its definition which my team was asking for) 

 

 


